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Artsty helps artists grow their businesses and sales through advertisements. Artsty advertises
artists’ items through multiple platforms like social media, websites, SEO, and other online and
offline methods for free.

Artsty also offers multiple promotional schemes which an artist can opt for.

Paid advertisement
Artists can opt for advertising on the home page of artsty.com or in the trending item section of
the page. Artists can also choose to advertise through us on Google search results or third-party
platforms like Instagram, Facebook, Pinterest, or any other like media, which Artsty might
choose to use for this purpose. Such items are prominently visible on Artsty’s website or other
platforms, and such advertisements are displayed in one or more locations including buyers’
search results. Artists can choose any number of products which they wish to promote and
cancel their ad campaign at any time by notifying the Artsty in prior. The Artists will be liable to
reimburse Artsty or incur the advertisement charges directly for all kinds of services related to
advertisement which is provided by Artsty to the artists and there will be no refund for the same.
Sellers can contact sellersupport@artsty.com for opting for advertisement services.



Personal coupons
Artists can offer special coupons to their clients or give drop price discounts for their items
anytime in the year. An artist can create a personal coupon code by contacting
sellersupport@artsty.com. Any buyer who has the coupon code can redeem the offer. Artsty
holds no responsibility of exclusivity or reliability or in sharing of the coupon codes in bad faith.
Any purchase with the use of a valid coupon code and discount using the same shall stand
valid. The coupon code can be used on multiple listings and multiple occasions. To create such
coupons, contact Artsty on sellersupport@artsty.com.

Discounted sale
During the year, Artsty may aggregate sales throughout the website by running offers, code, or
discounts without any prior notice to the artists. The prices of the items listed by artists will be
dropped or increased to a new price, but the artists will be paid the amount listed before such
sale initiated by Artsty. An artist can also participate in the sale by creating a special offer,
discount, or coupon during such a period by contacting sellersupport@artsty.com.

Artsty coupon code will only be sent to buyers who have opted in receiving coupons via email
and the code will be applied to the same registered email account only.

If an artist uses one of the advertising services provided by Artsty, there is no guarantee by
Artsty that the displayed advertisement or offer will be clicked or sold. The Artsty can change or
terminate any campaign or offer in part or at any time at its discretion without prior notice. If a
third party removes any advertisement due to any circumstance outside the control of the Artsty,
Artsty shall not be held responsible for the same. Artsty reserves the right to remove, reject any
advertisement or offer for any reason, in the sole discretion of Artsty, especially if it violates the
rights of any other artist, buyer or a third party or if it affects the relationship with our members
or partners.

This policy is a part of our Terms of Use. You agree to this policy and our Terms of Use.

All policy is subject to change by time to time.

In case of any kind of disputes, all disputes shall be subjected to the courts of West Bengal only.

If Artsty is sued, fined, or otherwise incurs expenses because of something that an artist did in
their capacity to the buyer or vis-e- verse, the artist or the buyer agrees to indemnify Artsty for
the same.


